
CV, BOKARO STUDENTS YET AGAIN PROVE THEIR CALIBRE IN CBSE AISSCE-

2021 (CLASS XII) BOARD EXAMINATIONS. 

________________________________________________________________ 

* 533 students secure a place in Distinction category 

* More than 160 students secured 90% and above marks 

* Astha becomes the school topper with 98.4% 

ASTHA       SANSKAR              ARUP MAHATHA  RAM 
98.4%       98.2%          98.2%   98.0% 

       (HUMANITIES)   (SCIENCE)       (SCIENCE)         (COMMERCE)

           
Carrying forward the legacy of top result in All India Senior School Certificate 

Examination (AISSCE) - 2021, students of Chinmaya Vidyalaya have once again 

created a new record. They have not only given 100% result but also bagged the 

best result in the region. 

Astha from Humanities stream secured the 1st position in the school with 98.4% 

while Sanskar and Arup Mahatha jointly topped the Science stream with 98.2%. 

Ram topped the list in Commerce stream with 98% marks. 

Other toppers in Science Stream are Bharat Kabra (97.6%), Khushi Kumari 

(97.4%), Pratyush Kumar Gupta (97.4%), Shyam (97.4%), Abhijeet Kumar 

(97.2%), Arin Kumar Singh (97.2%), Aneerudh Panda (97%), Jyotirmayee Kar 

(95.4%) and Prakash Kumar (95%). 

From the Commerce stream, the toppers are Ram (98%) with Rajveer Singh 

(97.8%), Megha Agarwal (97.6%), Aditya Kumar (96%), Khushi (95.4%), Shradha 

Barnwal (95%) and Soumyadeep Khan (95%). 

In the Humanities stream, alongwith Astha (98.4%), Roshan Prabhakar (97.6%), 

Aarti Mahato (97.2%), Priyam Bharti (95.8%) and Jigyasha Dugar (95.6%) are the 

toppers. 



Out of the 548 students who appeared in the examination, 533 students secured 

a place in the distinction category. In this examination, 100 percent of the 

students are placed in the First division with school’s pass percentage being 

100%. 

The Principal, A K Jha said, “this remarkable result is an outcome of collective 

hard work of our students as well as our teachers. As an icing to the cake, there 

is a remarkable improvement in the result as compared to the previous years. 

We express gratitude to our Gurudev, Swami Chinmayanandaji for showering 

his unconditional blessings on our Chinmaya family. I'd also like to thank our 

resident Acharya, Swamini Samyuktanadaji, President, Shri Biswarup 

Mukhopadhyay and Secretary, Shri Mahesh Tripathi for their constant support 

and guidance”. 


